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Abstract: Spectroelectrochemistry (SEC) is a set of
techniques with many advantages in the study and
characterization of materials. Although SEC has not yet been
widely used to study quantum dots (QDs), the information
extracted from SEC experiments about these nanostructures
is very useful. Most of the works that use SEC to study QDs
are high-quality pieces of research. This review intends to
show how to perform SEC in an easy way and what
information can be obtained using these techniques.

Most of the examples shown in this review are related to
semiconductor and carbon QDs. After a brief introduction,
some optoelectronic properties of QDs and the main SEC
techniques are described. The capabilities of SEC for the
study of QDs are illustrated with examples extracted from
literature. Finally, the needs of SEC to become a user-friendly
technique and its evolution to become more powerful are
commented in the last section of the review.
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1. Introduction
Since the end of the 20th century, nanotechnology is opening
a number of exciting possibilities in almost all fields of
science. The number of works about nanostructures is
growing year by year, but, in general, there is still no clear
definition or classification for all the existing nanostructures.
For example, the term quantum dot (QD) is applied to a
few-nanometre material that shows quantum confinement
which provides very interesting properties to these nanoentities. A number of diverse QDs with different
composition have been shown in literature.[1–12] Most of
them are nanocrystals (NCs) with semiconductor properties,
but also this terminology has been applied to carbon
nanostructures. All the nanostructures included in the term
QD have in common the nanometre size of the structure,
which usually provides a quantum confinement effect that
originates a particular density of electronic states, inducing
the energy level separation[2,13–15] and producing an increase
of the bandgap (HOMO-LUMO gap, E g ) with decreasing
size. The appearance of discrete energy levels near the band
edges implies very interesting optoelectronic properties for
QDs that strongly depend on their size- and shape.
Obviously, density of electronic states depends on the
composition and the type of atoms of these nanoparticles
(NPs), with the properties being very different depending on
its
nature
(semiconductor
nanocrystals,
carbon
nanostructures, etc.).
The range of fundamental properties of a QD with a
single chemical composition is enormous depending on
the size and shape of the nanostructure. Furthermore, by
tailoring the chemical composition, the properties can
be completely changed. Therefore, a new world of
possibilities in chemistry of materials appeared with the
synthesis of these amazing nanomaterials. Among all

features of QDs, optoelectronic properties are perhaps
the most interesting ones for a number of applications.
Therefore, suitable tools to study this type of properties
are needed. Characterization at the nanoscale is
fundamental to know what nanostructure is being
studied, but instrumental techniques at the macroscale
are also essential not only to understand the properties
of these nanomaterials but also to design materials for
specific purposes.
In this sense, spectroelectrochemistry (SEC) should
be very useful to study the optoelectronic properties of
QDs since this set of techniques combine optical
(spectral) and electrochemical information.
Spectroelectrochemistry can be defined as a set of
instrumental techniques that combine an optical
spectroscopy with an electrochemical technique.
Depending on the combinations, very different SEC
techniques can be defined. The most used SEC
technique is Ultraviolet/Visible (UV/VIS) absorption
SEC (UV/VIS-SEC) which combines UV/VIS
absorption spectroscopy with an electrochemical
technique, usually voltammetry or chronoamperometry.
Depending on the chemical system under study, many
other combinations can be used. The spectral range can
be extended to the infrared (IR), obtaining IR absorption
SEC and Near-IR absorption SEC (NIR-SEC).
Photoluminescence SEC (PL-SEC) often combines
fluorescence spectroscopy with voltammetry or
chronoamperometry. In the same way, Raman-SEC
combines Raman spectroscopy with voltammetry or
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chronoamperometry. Electrochemistry (EC) has also
been combined with electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
Therefore, the nature of the information provided by
SEC depends on the optical and electrochemical
techniques selected.
The capabilities of SEC for characterization of
materials have been largely demonstrated along the
years. However, this set of techniques has not been
widely used for characterization of QDs, probably
because up to now it was not easy to perform SEC
experiments. SEC instruments were typically designed
and constructed by users, combining two independent
instruments in customized setups. Additionally, SEC
cells were quite complicated to use and, sometimes,
they presented low reproducibility. Nowadays,
commercial instruments are available and some of them
include software not only to register concomitantly the
two types of signals, but also to analyse the huge
amount of data obtained in each experiment.
This review is limited to the use of SEC for studying
QDs,
without
discussion
about
electrochemiluminescence (ECL) or photo-electrochemistry
(PEC), although SEC instruments can also be useful to
perform ECL and PEC experiments.

2. Quantum Dots Structure and Properties
The term QD has been applied to different nanostructures,
but the most usual meaning is referred to semiconductor
QDs. These QDs are zero-dimensional NCs with respect to
the bulk material.[7] QDs have even been described as
artificial atoms.[4,6] The properties of semiconductor QDs
emerge not only from their composition but also from their
small size, which yields a large surface-to-volume ratio and
a quantum confinement behaviour. Their properties also
depend on the existence of surface and trap states, the
presence of impurities and the existence of different nature
capping layers.[14,16] Compared to single component
nanostructures, the properties of hybrid nanomaterials can
be modified by varying the composition of their chemical
components, and related parameters such as morphology
and capping layers.[17]

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the energy level
structure for a semiconductor bulk material, semiconductor
QDs and a molecule.
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Metals and semiconductors exhibit extended band
structures due to the overlapping of atomic orbitals. The
density of states (DOS) within a band depends on the
number of atoms of an ensemble. The evolution of the
DOS with material size is shown in Figure 1. QDs lie in
between the atomic and molecular limit of discrete DOS
and the extended crystalline limit of continuous bands.
Thus, there is a size for any material below which there
is a substantial variation of fundamental optoelectronic
properties with size.[13,18] At sizes smaller than the
exciton Bohr radius, quantum effects lead to an
increased bandgap and quantized energy levels.[19]
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One of the most remarkable properties of QDs is the
dependence of their electronic structure with size. The
smaller the QDs, the higher the energy shifting of the
electronic excitations, and the oscillator strength is
concentrated into just a few transitions.[5] Quantum
confinement effect implies an increase of the band-gap
energy (blue shifting) when the QD diameter
decreases.[6,20] Obviously, this effect depends on the
type of semiconductor.
Optical absorption spectroscopy is a widely used
technique to study the quantum effects in QDs. By using
this technique, the development of discrete features in
the spectra and the enlargement of the energy gap in
semiconductor QDs can be observed.[5] For example,
empirical relationships between the size and the first
absorption wavelength have been used to calculate and
calibrate the size and size-distribution of different
QDs.[21] These empirical relationships were obtained for
different QDs. In the case of CdTe QDs, the diameter
can be calculated as follows, eq. 1:
D = (9.8127 × 10−7 )𝜆𝜆3 − (1.7147 × 10−3 )𝜆𝜆2 +
(1.0064)𝜆𝜆 − 194.84

(1)

where D (nm) is the diameter and 𝜆𝜆 is the first excitonic
absorption peak of the CdTe QDs, respectively.
PL spectroscopy can be considered as one of the
most useful techniques to explore the optical properties
of QDs, due to the characteristic luminescence of these
nanomaterials. This technique helps to remove the size
distribution broadening effect on the absorption
spectrum of QDs, as well as in assigning the discrete
optical transitions.[5]
After the excitation of QDs by photons, electron and
hole possess high energies because of the transition of
the electron from the ground state to an excited one. The
energies associated with these optical absorptions are
determined by the electronic structure of the material.
The excited electron and the hole may form an exciton.
The electron may recombine with the hole and relax to a
lower energy state, ultimately reaching the ground state.
The excess energy resulting from recombination and
relaxation may be either radiative (emission of photons)
or non-radiative (emission of phonons or Auger
electrons).[7,22] Radiative events can be: (i) band-edge
emissions, due to the recombination of an excited
electron in the conduction band with a hole in the
valence band; (ii) defect emissions that come from
localized impurities and/or trap states in the band-gap
and (iii) emissions that take place when impurities are
intentionally incorporated to provoke an extrinsic
luminescence.[7,22] It is noteworthy that absorption of
photons by QDs may not result in emission of light.
Electrons and holes in excited states may also return to
lower energy and ground states by non-radiative
relaxations that can be classified in internal and external
conversion. Deep level traps have a tendency to undergo
non-radiative recombination by emitting phonons.[7]
Surface defects are dominant channels for non-radiative
decay of carriers.
Förster (or fluorescence) resonance energy transfer
(FRET) is a non-radiative energy transfer process from
a fluorescent donor to a lower energy acceptor via longrange
dipole-dipole
interactions.
FRET-based
technologies play a significant role in biosensing, with

QDs providing potential solutions to problems such as
photobleaching or significant emission overlap between
donor and acceptor. [23,24] FRET can be detected by
monitoring the acceptor fluorescence and/or the
acceptor quenching.
Some photophysical properties of QDs can be
disadvantageous. For example, blinking is a property of
QDs referred to a random alternation between an
emitting state and a non-emitting state. In any case, QD
blinking can be suppressed in different ways. [24]
The particular electronic structure of QDs confers
very interesting properties to these nanomaterials [20,23]
such as higher extinction coefficients and quantum
yields (QYs). Usually, QDs exhibit broad excitation
bands but narrow emission peaks, long fluorescence
lifetimes, a bright and photostable emission and a largeeffective Stokes shift. As has been stated above,
absorption and emission can be tuned with size and
composition, obtaining emissions from the UV to the
NIR spectral regions. Moreover, a significant advance in
the functionalization of QDs has been carried out in the
last years. Optical properties of QDs can be modified
using, for example, surface ligands that provoke the
shifting of the emission or absorption bands, or the
enhancement or quenching of the PL, allowing to
modulate the PL for different applications.
Electronic doping is one of the most important
experimental capabilities in semiconductor research and
technology. [25]

Figure 2. Schematic representation of charge-transfer
processes involving semiconductor nanoparticles: (a) electron
transfer from a metal electrode to a neutral particle; (b)
electron extraction from the particle by a metal electrode (hole
injection); (c) simultaneous injection of an electron and a hole
in two non-interacting particles; (d) generation of an electronhole pair within the same particle. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [26] Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry..

Four different types of charge-transfer processes
have been proposed for QDs, [26,27] which are
summarized in Figure 2. (a) electron injection into a
neutral nanoparticle, Figure 2.a, (b) hole injection or
electron extraction from a neutral nanoparticle, Figure
2.b, (c) simultaneous injection of an electron and a hole
in two non-interacting QDs, which ideally corresponds
to withdrawing an electron from one particle and
placing it into an identical particle at infinite distance,
Figure 2.c, and (d) generation of an electron-hole pair
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within the same particle caused by optical excitation,
Figure 2.d.
Electrochemistry can be used to inject electrons and
holes from an electrode into the quantum confined states
of a semiconductor. Electrochemistry of QDs can
provide information on the absolute energies of the
valence and conduction bands (from the redox potential
values) and on the rate constants of the heterogeneous
electron-transfer
processes
involving
the
nanocrystal.[26,28]
Electrochemical measurements of QDs in solution
are difficult to carry out due to the low solubility and
the small diffusion coefficients of these NPs. Therefore,
poor signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are obtained, with the
intensities related to the QDs being difficult to be
measured with respect to the background signal.[28] For
this reason, in some cases SEC measurements can help
in the study of the redox processes and in the
determination of the corresponding potential values. In
addition, QD samples adsorbed on the working
electrode have turned out to be much more useful to
obtain the electrochemical information.[29]
The electrochemical bandgap energy ΔE el , calculated
from the difference between the potentials at which
oxidation and reduction of the QDs take place, can be
related to the optical bandgap energy ΔE op , determined
from spectroscopy, by eq. 2:[28]

QDs is the high availability of carbon. Moreover, in
principle, GQDs show very low toxicity,[3] therefore
high biocompatibility, and they can be solubilized in
very different solvents. The possibility of the
functionalization of their edges is also very important
for a number of applications.[8] However, this new
nanomaterial needs to be studied in a deeper way.

ΔE op = ΔE el – J e–h

3.1 UV/VIS/NIR Absorption Spectroelectrochemistry

(2)

in which J e–h is the total Coulomb energy of the electronhole pair. Hence, ΔEel is expected to be larger than ΔE op [28]
for any given QD.
SEC should provide all this information in a single
experiment, and what is much more important, exactly
about the same sample. The two measurements, optical
and electrochemical, are obtained concomitantly on the
same sample and under the same experimental
conditions. It should be noted that EC measurements
mainly probe the surface of the QDs, whereas
spectroscopy measurements are usually related to
processes that take place inside the NPs.[26]
All these optoelectronic properties make QDs very
useful for a number of applications in very different
fields such as electroluminescent, photovoltaics,
optoelectronic and electrochromic devices, light sources,
light converters, photodetectors, bio-sensing and bioimaging, among others. [11,12,30–34]
With respect to carbon QDs those related with
graphene are highly interesting. The UV/VIS absorption
spectrum of graphene QDs (GQDs) shows two main
peaks, one around 230 nm assigned to π–π* transition of
C sp2 bonds and a shoulder at about 300 nm related to
n–π* transitions of C=O or C-O bonds.[1,35–37] As in the
case of QDs, GQDs show PL at very different
wavelengths depending on its size, from deep ultraviolet
to red.[36] The PL mechanism is related to the quantum
confinement effect, emissive traps, excitons of carbon,
aromatic structures, oxygen-containing groups, free
zigzag sites and edge defects. PL depends not only on
size, but also on the excitation wavelength, oxidation
degree, solvent, pH, functionalization, etc.[1,35–37]
A number of potential applications have been
proposed for GQDs.[8,38] The most attractive
characteristic of GQDs with respect to semiconductor

3. Spectroelectrochemistry
As can be deduced from the previous section, QDs are
one of the most important luminescent materials,
representing a revolution in the design of luminescent
systems for very different applications. SEC is
particularly useful to study QDs because of their unique
optical properties that can be tuned using
electrochemistry. Thus, QDs exhibit several advantages
in SEC, such as characteristic energy gap and
luminescence with high extinction coefficients and QYs,
size-tunable spectrum, high optical stability, easy
modification of optical properties, controlled nonradiative processes and electronic doping, among others.
In this section, we will describe different SEC
techniques that have been used to study and characterize
QDs.

The combination of EC and UV/VIS/NIR absorption
spectroscopy is probably the most reported SEC
technique in the literature.[39–41] This section is focused
on how to measure using UV/VIS/NIR-SEC. The main
instrumentation required to perform a UV/VIS/NIR
absorption SEC experiment consists of a potentiostat, a
light source, a spectroelectrochemical cell and a
spectrometer, Figure 3. Besides, a trigger is required to
ensure the correct synchronization between potentiostat
and spectrometer. The light beam can be conducted
between the different parts using lenses, mirrors and/or
optical fibers.[39–41]

Figure 3. Typical components of a SEC instrument.

The potentiostat controls the redox state of the
sample, and at the same time, it records the
electrochemical signal during the experiment. With
respect to the SEC cell, a three-electrode system is
usually employed to control the potential during the
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experiment. Working electrode (WE), reference
electrode (RE) and counter-electrode (CE) must be
placed in a suitable position in the SEC cell to obtain
high-quality electrochemical signals and to avoid
interferences in the optical path. The light source
provides the electromagnetic radiation that interrogates
the sample from an optical point of view during the
electrochemical process. The choice of a good light
source for the studied spectral region is mandatory.
Optical setups can be quite complex because it is not
easy to conduct the light beam from the light source to
the sample and from the sample to the spectrometer.
Optical fibers have undoubtedly helped to simplify
optical setups,[42,43] allowing us to work with few
microliters of solution. Light can be conducted and
collected in close proximity to the electrode surface in a
much simpler way using optical fibers than with an
optical bench.
The key point in a SEC experiment is the SEC cell,
which defines the type of UV/VIS/NIR-SEC experiment
to be performed (see section 3.1.1).
Finally, the spectrometer is mainly composed of a
monochromator and a detector. The monochromator
defines the spectral range and the resolution of the
experiment. Scanning monochromators as dispersing
elements are rarely used in SEC because, as the spectra
evolve with potential/time, it is not recommended to
scan the wavelengths during the experiment. Diode
array detectors are more useful for SEC than
photomultiplier tubes because, although the latter can be
more sensitive than a diode array detector, they allow to
measure only one wavelength in time-resolved SEC
experiments, thus losing the information about the
evolution of full spectra that is obtained with a diode
array detector. The integration time for the data
acquisition is one of the key parameters for SEC
measurements because the lower the integration time,
the higher the optical information about the
electrochemical process. In fact, the real power of SEC
is reached when spectroscopy is used in a similar
dynamic way to EC, recording both the electrochemical
and the optical responses in a continuous and fast way
during the whole SEC experiment

crossing it and sampling both the solution and the
electrode surface.[39–41] The electrode must be
electrically conductive and optically transparent in the
spectral region of interest, limiting the number of
electrodes that can be used. For this reason, indium tin
oxide (ITO) and metallic meshes have been typically
used.[39–41] ITO is probably the most used optically
transparent electrode (OTE) to study QDs. Metallic
meshes can only be used for studying processes in
solution and are not easily cleaned. Thin metal films, for
example gold sputtered films, [44] constitute a good
solution. Furthermore, the development of OTEs based
on novel allotropes of carbon such as carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and graphene is highly promising for SEC.[43,45]
Normal transmission measurements have been usually
performed in spectrophotometric cuvettes, but currently,
measurements can be easily done in few-microliter
solutions using optical fibers.[43]

3.1.1 UV/VIS/NIR-SEC Optical Configurations and Cells.

Figure 4. Typical setups for SEC. Orange arrow: incident light
beam. Brown arrow: transmitted/reflected light beam. Green
arrow: emitted photon. Red arrow: scattered photon. Black
rectangle: WE. Black circumference: CE. Black arrow: RE

Very different SEC devices have been developed and
fabricated to solve specific problems. [39–41] Given the
impossibility of referencing all of them, the main
configurations in which they can be grouped are
explained in Figure 4, particularly normal transmission,
normal reflection, angle reflection, parallel, and
attenuated total reflection (ATR) arrangements. It
should be noted that SEC can be performed in a thinlayer or in a semi-infinite diffusion regime. Currently,
the technical developments allow the researcher to
perform SEC experiments in a much easier, quicker and
reproducible way than few years ago, using volumes of
only microliters[43] and with a great variety of materials
as electrodes, even screen-printed electrodes (SPEs).[42]
Nowadays, the difficulty of performing a SEC
experiment is practically the same as that for an EC
measurement.
In normal transmission configuration, Figure 4.a, the
light beam travels perpendicularly to the electrode,

Aiming to avoid the use of OTEs and to improve the
sensitivity, the normal reflection configuration was
proposed, Figure 4.b. It consists of a light beam that
travels perpendicularly to the electrode surface and is
reflected on it, sampling the solution and the electrode
surface.[42] If the light beam is reflected on the electrode
surface in a different direction than the incident light
beam, the configuration is called angle reflection
mode,[46] Figure 4.c. In the reflection modes, the number
of electrodes that can be used is much higher than in the
normal transmission configuration, so usual electrodes
made of metal or carbon and even SPEs can be used. [39–
41]
It should be highlighted that the development of
commercial reflection probes boosted the performance
of these measurements. As a precaution, the researcher
needs to be aware about the presence of films deposited
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on the electrode surface, which is a typical case in QDs,
because changes of reflectivity could yield anomalous
results and misleading interpretations. Nevertheless,
good results are usually obtained using this
configuration which can be very useful to simplify the
optical setups and to select the most appropriate
electrode material.
In parallel configuration, Figure 4.d, the light beam
travels adjacent and parallel with respect to the
electrode surface.[39–41] In this arrangement, only the
adjacent solution to the electrode is optically sampled,
without obtaining information about the electrode
surface.[43,44] For compounds in solution, there is a clear
increase in sensitivity because the optical path length is
rather larger than the diffusion layer. However, if the
compound of interest is deposited on the WE, normal
configurations are the most suitable ones because they
directly provide information about the electrode
surface.[44] In parallel arrangement, OTEs are not
needed, increasing the number of electrodes that can be
employed.[39–41] Two of the most important drawbacks
of this configuration were the difficulty to align the
light beams and the complex assembly of the cells; but
they have been overcome with the use of optical fibers
with diameters close to the dimension of the diffusion
layer. Bare optical fibers without jacketing material
extraordinarily simplify the measurements in parallel
configuration because they can be directly fixed to the
WE without the need of a particular SEC cell, sampling
the first microns of the solution adjacent to the electrode
surface[47].
The combination of normal and
parallel
configuration in the same experiment is called
bidimensional SEC (BSEC) and it provides information
about the electrochemical processes taking place at the
electrode surface and that ones in the solution adjacent
to the electrode.[43,44]
Figure 5 shows a BSEC cell and illustrates how to
simplify experimental setups for UV/VIS/NIR-SEC
measurements [43]. The dimensions of the assembled
BSEC cell are 5x3.5x1.6 cm. In normal configuration,
an optical fiber coupled to a collimating lens is placed at
the back of the OTE, allowing the light to pass through
the solution and the electrode. The transmitted light is
collected by a 200 µm optical fiber probe and it is
conducted to the spectrometer. In parallel arrangement,
a 100 µm bare optical fiber is placed just in front of
another one, both placed on the electrode surface, to test
the solution adjacent to the electrode. The optical path
length in parallel configuration is the distance between
the two optical fibers. Finally, a homemade
Ag/AgCl/KCl 3 M RE and a platinum wire CE are
immersed in a 100 µL solution drop.
As can be observed, optical fibres extremely
simplify the design of SEC cells. Moreover, with their
help, SEC has even been performed even inside a
grapefruit[47].
In ATR configuration,[40] Figure 4.e, the light beam
that hits on a surface is bent normal from the surface as
it passes from a higher to lower refractive index
material; undergoing an internal reflection. In ATR, a
high angle of incidence and a high refractive index
crystal must be used. If the incident light is directed
through the electrode toward the solution at an incident
angle that exceeds the critical angle, total reflection of

the light beam at the transparent electrode/solution
interface is obtained. In cells with multiple reflections,
where the evanescent field is propagated, the sensitivity
in the interfacial region is significantly improved. The
penetration depth of the evanescent wave depends on
the excitation light, sampling strictly the interfacial
region and avoiding the influence of the solvent due to
the low penetration depth of the radiation into the
solution, which is very important for studies in the IR
region. It should be note that the WE must be
transparent in ATR cells.

Figure 5. Bidimensional spectroelectrochemistry cell. (a)
Photograph of the assembled cell ready to measure, (b)
schematic view of the disassembled cell, and (c) detailed
schematic view of the experimental setup. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [43] Copyright 2015 American Chemical
Society.

IR spectroelectrochemistry (IR-SEC) configurations
are quite similar to the UV/VIS/NIR ones, Figure 4. Of
course, light sources and spectrometers are completely
different. Materials for cells and OTEs must be
transparent to IR radiation and insoluble in the working
solution.[39] Solvent can absorb strongly in the IR
region, therefore, configurations sampling from behind
the electrode are often preferred and thin-layer cells are
usually employed for studies in solution.[39,40]
Background correction for solvent IR contribution can
be performed by modulation of the applied potential,
polarization of the incident light, or by using a
difference method as subtractively normalized
interfacial Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
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(SNIFTIRS).[40] Electronic reflectance spectroscopy and
ATR cells provide significant improvement in
discrimination of background and interfacial signals.[40]
ATR configuration combined with surface-enhanced IR
absorption (ATR-SEIRAS) can be used to study species
deposited or adsorbed on the electrode surface. In this
case, electrodes are metal films, usually of gold,
vacuum evaporated or sputtered on an ATR prism. [39]
3.2 Photoluminescence Spectroelectrochemistry

The combination of EC and PL measurements in one
experiment involves overcoming two key challenges to
ensure the acquisition of high-quality PL-SEC data. The first
one is related to ensuring that the excitation light beam
samples the electrode-solution interface. The second
challenge is related to solving instrumentally the need to
collect the emitted light avoiding the interference of the
incident radiation and autoabsoption processes.[40,48,49]
These two challenges have been addressed in two
different ways, namely, coupling classical fluorescence
setups with EC devices or coupling fluorescence
microscopy with EC. As will be detailed below, each
one of these couplings presents some advantages and
disadvantages, being the key point the SEC cell. The
main elements to perform PL-SEC experiments are
similar to those described for UV/VIS/NIR-SEC, Figure
3, with the potentiostat, the light source to excite the
sample, the SEC cell with the three electrode system
and the spectrometer being the main components. Light
sources can be a Xenon lamp coupled with a wavelength
selector, a light-emitting diode (LED) or a laser to
provide a higher light intensity. LEDs and lasers help to
simplify the instrumental setup. Nowadays, different
wavelength LEDs are available and can be easily
coupled to SEC instruments [50], Figure 6. The detector
can be either single or multi-channelled. In the first case,
when only one emission wavelength is measured, a
scanning monochromator can select the characteristic
emission wavelength of the studied sample. However, in
the second case, when a diode array detector is used, the
whole emission spectrum is registered instantaneously.
Finally, a trigger is required to ensure the correct
synchronization between potentiostat and detector. This
basic
instrumental
scheme
suffers
different
modifications when fluorescence microscopy is coupled
with electrochemistry mainly related to the way in
which the excitation light is focalized or the emitted
light is measured. As in the case of UV/VIS/NIR-SEC,
optical fibers help to simplify the experimental
setups.[51,52]
The link between the two types of measurements,
optical and electrochemical, simultaneously performed
in PL-SEC, as in other kind of SEC techniques, is the
SEC cell.

researcher to conduct the light beam in an easy way to
the electrode surface, sampling the PL that is conducted
to the SEC instrument with suitable optical fibers.
Different types of reflection probes are commercialy
available. This zero-angle configuration allows users to
carry out PL-SEC and UV/VIS/NIR-SEC.[52,53] However,
one of the most usual configurations in PL-SEC implies
that the excitation and the emission light beams travels
in an angle configuration (Figure 4.g), since it prevents
the reflected light to reach the detector.[54–56] Different
cell designs have been proposed, some of them working
with thin-layer PL-SEC cells and OTEs,[54,55] others
selecting long-optical path-length PL-SEC cells to
overcome the limitation of OTEs and using metal or
carbon disk electrodes.[56] Other angles can be used in
the PL-SEC cell,[57] Figure 4.g. Moreover, if an OTE is
used, light can be collected from behind the electrode
surface.[58,59]
Coupling PL-SEC with microscopy improves the
sensitivity of the technique, providing significant
information about the chemical systems. In
epifluorescence microscopy coupled with EC is
common to work with thin-layer PL-SEC cells[60] in an
inverted configuration[61,62] (Figure 4.h), using the
microscope to focus the excitation light beam on the
electrode surface and measuring the emitted light beam
in a zero-angle configuration thanks to a dichroic mirror
and suitable filters.[63] When confocal microscopy is
coupled to PL-SEC, a pinhole is added at the confocal
plane to remove the light transmitted from the sample,
increasing the sensitivity by enhancing the optical
resolution.[64,65] A highly used setup combining
fluorescence microscopy and electrochemistry is the socalled total internal reflection (TIRF) PL-SEC
microscopy.[66,67] The excitation light beam samples the
OTE interface with an inverted configuration at an
incident angle greater than the critical angle to achieve
the total internal reflection of this excitation light. The
generated evanescent wave excites the sample,
obtaining a high sensitivity and resolution in a normal
direction with respect to the electrode. The main
drawback of several of these microscopy setups is the
mandatory use of OTEs.

3.2.1 PL-SEC Optical Configurations and Cells

Classical PL-SEC experiments can be performed in a
very simple way using a normal reflection configuration
(Figure 4.f) where the excitation light beam is
conducted to the electrode interface in the same
direction used to detect the emission light beam that
comes from the electrode and the adjacent
solution.[48,51,52]Reflection probes, Figure 6, allow the

Figure 6. Image of the instrumentation employed for
luminescence
spectroelectrochemistry
at
screen-printed
electrodes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50] Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society.
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3.3 Raman Spectroelectrochemistry

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique to identify
compounds and to study materials because it provides a
real spectral fingerprint of compounds.[68] Due to the
precise information that provides about the sample, this
technique has taken a big importance for chemical
analysis and characterization. [69] The main drawback of
this technique lays in the weak intensity of the Raman
signal. To overcome this disadvantage, some methods
such as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) have
been proposed. SERS amplifies the Raman signal by
several orders of magnitude,[69,70] enabling its use in
very different applications.
The successful combination of Raman spectroscopy
with EC techniques enables its use in dynamic systems
with a high time resolution. Raman-SEC is a powerful
technique because it combines the best of two worlds.
On the one hand, EC allows the conversion of an
electroactive species or the modification of a surface,
which could promote a change in the Raman signal. On
the other hand, Raman spectra give a clear and
unambiguously information about the identity of the
materials present on the electrode and its evolution with
potential/time, which is particularly important in
materials characterization. Usefulness of Raman-SEC is
improved by using SERS substrates, being able to detect
samples or to follow processes with low amounts of the
chemical system studied. Thus, SERS expands the use
of Raman-SEC.
Raman-SEC instruments consist of a potentiostat, a
laser source, a SEC cell and a spectrometer, Figure 3.
The SEC cell must fulfil the conditions to host the
typical three-electrode system and the space and
suitable environment to carry out the Raman
measurement. In the case of Raman spectroscopy,
micro-Raman spectrometers, usually confocal microRaman spectrometers, are generally used. Using
confocal microscopy, all the information out-of-focus, is
removed since the dispersion registered only comes
from the plane of focus of the laser. Typical lasers are
those belonging to the VIS and the NIR regions. Thus,
532, 633, 785 and 1064 nm are the most common laser
lines. While 532 nm offers larger cross sections and
higher S/N ratio, the 785 nm offers a smaller
background
signal,
which
is
interesting
for
measurements with systems with a high fluorescence
contribution. Depending on the laser source and the
specific problem to be addressed, the spectrometer has
to be carefully chosen.

3.3.1 Raman-SEC Optical Configurations and Cells

Several configurations of Raman-SEC setups can be found
in literature.[39,41] A widely used configuration for RamanSEC is the combination of a micro-Raman spectrometer,
usually a confocal microscope coupled to a spectrometer,
and a potentiostat. In this setup, three optical configurations
(Figure 4.i, 4.j and 4.k) can be used and a very small region
of the electrode surface is sampled, obtaining a high spatial
resolution. In the normal reflection configuration, Figure 4.i,
the WE is inserted in an EC cell, and a thin-layer is created
between the optical window and the WE surface to collect as
much scattered photons as possible. A thick layer of solution

improves the EC response but may worsen the optical signal.
Therefore, a compromise between the two responses is
required. Using an inverted microscope, Figure 4.k, the laser
can sample the electrode/solution interface from below the
sample. In this case, there is no problem with the solution
adjacent to the electrode, but the use of OTEs is mandatory.
In some cases, an immersion objective can be used to obtain
the optical response.[71] The angle configuration, Figure 4.j,
can be used when Raman measurements are combined with
other techniques, as in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy[72]
(TERS).
It must be noted that a confocal micro-Raman is not
always needed. In fact, the use of low-resolution Raman
spectrometers has demonstrated to be suitable in the
study of different interfacial systems. [73–75] Thus, the use
of low-resolution Raman spectrometers coupled with
Raman probes with a relatively low magnification
allows us to sample non-perfect flat surfaces. Moreover,
measurements can be performed without a flat optical
window, ensuring a good focus of the laser beam and
obtaining good results, with the experiment being
performed just in a few-microliters solution drop.[73–75]
New Raman-SEC instruments, Figure 7, are similar in
size with the UV/VIS-SEC equipment shown in Figure 6.
Additionally, Raman-SEC cells can be simplified by
using Raman probes, with the type of experimental
setup being comparable to the setups used for PL-SEC.

Figure 7. Picture of the instrumentation employed for Raman
spectroelectrochemistry
with
screen-printed
electrodes.
Reprinted from Ref. [74] . Copyright 2018, with permission from
Elsevier.

4. Advantages in Use
The reversible hypsochromic shift in the absorption onset of
a CdS film immobilized on an OTE at cathodic potentials
was observed in 1989 by Liu and Bard,[76] performing for
the first time a SEC experiment to obtain information about
this semiconductor film.
Electrochemistry can be used to determine the
number of charges injected into QDs, but there is no
distinction between charges injected into delocalized
quantum confined states or placed into localized trap
states. Simultaneous monitoring of the evolution of the
spectra in both the VIS and the IR regions can
unambiguously confirm the injection of electrons into
quantum confined states of colloidal semiconductor
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NCs.[77–80] For example, the injection of electrons into
the quantum-confined states of the CdSe QDs produces
an electrochromic response, including a strong, sizetunable, midinfrared (mid-IR) absorption corresponding
to an intraband transition, a bleach of the visible
interband exciton transitions, and a quench of the
narrow band-edge PL.[77,79] Electrons and holes can be
injected from an electrode into the quantum confined
states of a semiconductor NC film, with the hole
injection being less robust than electron injection.[78]
SEC can also be used to obtain energy level
diagrams. [81] A number of SEC studies of QDs are
focused on charge injection into quantum conﬁned
band levels of easily reduced QDs with relatively
positive conduction-band (CB) potentials (e.g., CdSe,
CdS, ZnO, PbSe).[65,77,78,80,82–98] Electron injection into
the CBs of colloidal chalcogenide QDs bleaches the ﬁrst
excitonic absorption (1Sh → 1Se), introduces new
absorption due to intra-conduction-band (1S e → 1P e)
electronic excitation and diminishes excitonic PL
quantum yield through electron-exciton Auger
recombination.[65,77–80,82–86,93,95,97,98] SEC can determine
the types of surface states in QDs and imitate the
evolution of surface defects, providing more
dimensional tests for the study of photo-stability.[99,100]
The absolute energetic position of the trap levels
involved in fluorescence can be determined using PLSEC.[101] The effect of counterions in the PL of
CdSe/ZnS QD films was also studied by PL-SEC.[102] In
this work, addition of KCl provokes the shifting of the
PL bands of the negatively charged films.

Figure 8. Determination of electron energy levels in a film of 8
nm CdSe QDs with 8DA ligands by means of differential
capacitance ΔQ(V)/ΔV (open diamonds) and differential
absorption bleach Δ[ΔA i (V)]/ΔV at transitions involving the 1S e
level (closed circles) and 1P e level (closed triangles),
respectively. Gaussian fits to the differential bleaches are
displayed as continuous lines. The electrolyte is 0.1M LiClO 4 in
acetonitrile. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [103] Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society.

The knowledge of the absolute energy levels of QDs
films is very important for the design of devices based
on these nanomaterials. As has been stated above,
electrochemical charge injection has been proposed to
be very useful to determine absolute energy levels of
QD films [103,104] and, using SEC, the simultaneous
change in optical absorption of the film allows the
quantification of the number of charges in quantumconfined levels and thereby their energetic position. As
an example, Houtepen et al. reported electrochemical
charge injection of up to 5.5 electrons per QD, yielding
the absolute energetic position of both 1S e and 1P e
electron levels in CdSe QD films,[103] Figure 8. In this
work, authors affirm that SEC serves as a tool to sense
and control electrostatic interactions with the electrolyte,
illuminating the route towards an optimized design of
future optoelectronic devices such as QD sensitized
solar cells.
Guyot-Sionnest
et
al.
demonstrated
the
electrochemical control of the PL efficiency of single
CdSe/CdS and CdSe/ZnS QDs.[87] A strong PL
quenching due to the efficient energy transfer between
the QDs and a bare ITO electrode was observed. They
solved this problem by adding a spacer layer of ZnO
NCs, obtaining bright PL with typical blinking
behaviour in the neutral state and the PL is reversibly
quenched at cathodic potentials due to electron
injection.[87] This methodology was used to carry out a
controllable charging at the single dot level by applying
an electrochemical potential to single CdSeS/ZnS and
CdSe/ZnS QDs, and the PL lifetimes were monitored by
time correlated photon counting with a pulsed
excitation.[90] This work showed that ternary dot
structures allow the achievement of longer trion
lifetimes compared to binary dots of similar sizes. GuySionnest et al. also used PL and absorption mid-IR and
NIR-SEC to determine the sign of the carrier, verify the
quantum confinement of HgS NCs, determine the
bandgap, and finally, understand the mechanism of
doping.[105]
IR-SEC has also been applied to study the degree of
splitting and relative intensity of the intraband features
of HgTe QDs, which remain constant across doping
levels up to two electrons per QD,[106] Figure 9. This
work showed a robust splitting of the intraband
absorbance into three peaks across many monodisperse
QD samples with different confinement and doping
levels. SEC reveals that the peak spacing and relative
oscillator strengths of the three peaks do not change
appreciably with doping level.
Jeong et al.[107] presented steady-state intraband
transitions of Ag 2 Se NCs, using IR-SEC measurements
to identify the origin of the electronic transition by
finding the correlation between the band-gap transition
and the intraband transition.
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Figure 9. (a) Illustration of the change in the Fermi level (EF)
with applied negative bias and its effect on interband
absorbance (blue arrow) and intraband absorbance (orange
arrows) of a QD film. (b) Difference spectra for a film of EDTcross-linked HgTe QDs under a series of biases vs Ag/AgCl. As
a negative bias is applied, an intraband absorbance appears,
and the first two excitonic features are bleached. (c) The
bleach in spectroelectrochemistry matches the energy of the
first two excitonic features in a solution absorbance
measurement of the as-synthesized HgTe QDs. (e) The change
in absorbance for three intraband transitions (i1–i3) and two
excitonic bleaches (e1, e2) as a function of applied bias vs
Ag/AgCl and their corresponding sigmoidal fits, with the
position of each transition marked in (d) with the corresponding
color. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [106] Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.

Potential-modulated
absorption
spectroscopy
(EMAS) was initially used to study the bleaching of
submonolayers of CdS NPs on ITO.[108] EMAS has also
been employed to determine absolute band edge
positions, using a well-defined reference electrode
under ambient conditions.[104] In EMAS, a periodic
wave potential with certain amplitude is added to a
constant potential within the band gap of a
semiconductor NP. If the maximum of the potential does
not reach the lower conduction band edge, then no
change in absorbance is expected. When the amplitude
is increased, the fundamental absorption of the
semiconductor is quenched due to the occupation of the
lowest conduction band states. The simultaneous change
in absorbance can be plotted against the corresponding
potential applied. Eychmüller et al. developed a
bleaching model that yields reproducible band edge
energies for spherical CdSe NPs.[104] One of the main
advantages of EMAS is that extremely weak signal
amplitudes can be detected using lock-in ampliﬁcation,
being possible to investigate submonolayers of particles
attached to OTEs. Saavedra et al. determined the rate of
electron injection with respect to the dependence of the

linker employed to attach the NPs.[86] In this work, an
ATR setup was combined with the modulation of the
applied potential to study the charge injection processes
of a CdSe submonolayer.[86]
An interesting SEC approach is the coupling of a
spectroscopic
technique
with
in-situ
potentiometry.[109,110] Band-edge potentials can be insitu quantified using this approach, without special
apparatus or modification of NC surface chemistry.
Gamelin et al. used potentiometric SEC to analyse the
redox potentials of free-standing colloidal n-type CdSe
NCs.[111] The CdSe QDs band-edge potentials were
tuned by hundreds of millivolts by modifying the QD
surface composition, Figure 10. This work shows the
importance of NC surface stoichiometry in applications
involving tuned NC redox potentials, band-edge
alignment, or electron-transfer driving forces.
Furthermore, Fermi levels and NC redox potentials were
measured using this method.[112] The average number of
conduction-band electrons (e CB − ) per NC was also
assessed using the absorbance. Authors reported
extremely slow trapping of e CB − in free-standing
photodoped colloidal n-type CdSe NCs. Potentiometric
SEC has also been used to reveal and quantify a
fundamental difference between the stabilities of excess
valence band holes in colloidal copper-sulfide NC
oxidized using I 2 or Fc+ .[110]

Figure 10. Transient potentiometric data for photodoping d =
3.8 nm Cd2+ -enriched (red) and Se2– -enriched (blue) CdSe NCs
with Na[Et 3 BH] as the hole quencher in a THF solution with 0.1
M TBAPF 6 as the supporting electrolyte. For each sample, the
NCs were photodoped using a 405 nm diode (50 mW) between
t = 1 and 5 min. At t = 5 min, photoexcitation was stopped, but
E F was monitored further. Inset: A/A0 collected in concert with
E F . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [112] Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.

Combination of SEC, differential capacitance and
source-drain electronic conductance measurements was
used to determine both the mobility of electrons out-ofplane (moving perpendicular through a ZnO QD film)
during charge injection and the mobility of electrons inplane (moving parallel to the substrate) in a sourcedrain configuration. The out-of-plane electron mobility
was 7 orders of magnitude lower than the in-plane
one.[113]
PL-SEC has been used to probe the distribution of
Cu-related trap states responsible for PL of CuInS 2
NCs.[59] PL line width is correlated to the width of the
“bright” Cu+ trap-state distribution in the ensemble. PL
can be tuned by electron injection or removal. PL peak
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position is red-shifted in the case of electron injection
and blue-shifted when electrons are withdrawn.
Moreover, PL intensity increases when electrons are
injected, whereas it decreases and becomes narrower
when electrons are withdrawn. Efficient hole trapping
can be activated by injecting electrons into the “dark”
defect states, Cu2+ . These observations contrast to the
observations of Klimov et al.[114] using also PL-SEC,
who reported the presence of both active Cu + Cu2+ and
luminescent centers in the ground state, depending on
the Cu-to-In ratio in the CuInS 2 NCs.

Figure 11. (a) Normalized differential absorption spectra of d =
4.3 nm 4% In:PbSe QDs deposited as a thin film on FTO in 0.1
M LiClO 4 in acetonitrile. The spectra were collected under
electrochemical bias at V App = −0.95 V (solid), −0.70 V
(dashed), and −0.15 V (dotted) in a three-electrode
configuration. (b) Differential excitonic absorption at 1450 nm
of 4% In:PbSe QD thin films in 0.1 M LiClO 4 in acetonitrile as a
function of the electrochemical bias. X, Y, Z points correspond
to V App = −0.95 V, −0.70 V, and −0.15 V, respectively. (d)
Normalized differential excitonic absorption of intrinsic PbSe
(red-circles), 4% In:PbSe (green-squares), and 6% In:PbSe
(blue-triangles) QD thin films as a function of the
electrochemical bias. All potentials are referenced against the
experimentally determined Ferrocenium/Ferrocene (Fc +/Fc)
redox couple. (d) Energy diagram of PbSe QDs with respect to
Fc + /Fc redox couple. The Fermi level shifts to more negative
values (−0.7 and −0.78 V) for the 4 and 6% samples. The
difference between E f and the conduction band is smaller for
the 6% sample; (ΔE f = E c − E f ), and ΔE f is 0.09 V for the 4%
sample, and 0.05 V for the 6% sample. The E f of intrinsic PbSe
QDs can only be specified in our experiment with an upper limit
of ∼ −0.55 V and lower limit of ∼0.0 V (shaded area for intrinsic
PbSe QDs). The onset for hole-injection into the valence band,
increases by ∼300 mV from intrinsic PbSe to 6% In:PbSe
(denoted as ϕc). Overall, increasing In content in PbSe QDs
leads to more n-type character (smaller ΔE f ). Adapted with
permission from Ref. [115] Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.

Houtepen et al. used UV/VIS-SEC and PL-SEC to
study CdTe NC films, observing a strong increase in the
PL intensity as the Fermi level is raised
electrochemically and trap states in the bandgap become

occupied with electrons.[58] Houtepen et al. have also
shown that electron trapping in QD films can be slowed
down by 3 orders of magnitude by electrochemically
filling trap states.[116] Later, they extended these studies
with ultrafast transient absorption and time-resolved PLSEC experiments to determine the electron and hole
trapping rates of CdTe QDs as a function of the Fermi
level.[117]
The influence of trap electrochemistry on wide-gap
semiconductor NC photoluminescence can be examined
using UV/VIS-SEC and PL-SEC. Large PL was
observed in ZnSe and Mn 2+ -doped ZnSe NCs upon
application of a reducing potential and is reversed upon
return
to
the
equilibrium
potential.
The
electrobrightening was related to the transfer of
electrons into NC films, implicating reductive
passivation of midgap surface electron traps.[93]
UV/VIS-SEC was used to demonstrate characteristic
n-type signatures of In3+ doped PbSe QDs, Figure 11,
including both an induced absorption within the
electrochemical bandgap and a shift of the Fermi level
toward the conduction band.[115]
PL-SEC experiments on Cu-doped core/shell
ZnSe/CdSe NCs were used to probe the PL intensity and
branching ratio between the band edge and the Cu
related emission channels as a function of controlled
activation and deactivation (passivation) of surface traps.
By raising/lowering the Fermi level, the occupancy of
surface trap sites can be modified. Thus, the overall
emission intensity as well as the ratio between the
intensities of the band edge and Cu-related features can
be reversibly tuned. [118] SEC experiments obtained with
Mn 2+-doped CdS NCs provide convincing evidence
against any fundamental role played by surface trap
states in the electrochemical PL quenching of these
NCs.[88] This conclusion is consistent with previous
demonstrations that surface trapped electrons are unable
to effectively quench the excitonic luminescence of
undoped QDs.[84]
PL blinking, random switching between states of
high-low emissivities, is a universal property of emitters
such as QDs. Klimov et al. used SEC to reveal the
existence of two types of blinking mechanism: [89] (i)
conventional blinking due to charging and discharging
of the NC core, in which lower PL intensities correlate
with shorter PL lifetimes, Figure 12; and (ii) in which
large changes in the emission intensity are not
accompanied by significant changes in emission
dynamics.
UV/VIS-SEC was used to determine the CdSe-PbSe
QD energy level offset in a heterojunction comprised of
both materials. CdSe and PbSe QDs feature different
band gaps, therefore electrons occupying the eigenstates
of CdSe from those in PbSe QDs can be resolved.[119]
Colloidal “dot-in-bulk” NCs (DiB NCs) consist of a
quantum confined core embedded into a bulk-like shell
of a larger energy gap that are capable of producing
tunable two-colour emission. PL-SEC has been used to
elucidate the effect of various trapping mechanisms on
core- and shell-emission channels in CdSe/CdS DiB
NCs.[120] In this work, it is shown that the core emission
was only weakly affected by the defects at the surface of
the CdS shell, whereas the shell emission was highly
sensitive to the changes in the activity of surface traps.
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SEC experiments in a controlled atmosphere have
demonstrated the ability of colloidal quantum wells to
probe oxidative species through brightening of their
PL.[121]

Figure 12. Correlated photoluminescence intensity and lifetime
fluctuations:
A-type
blinking
and
flickering.
a,
Photoluminescence intensities (black lines) and average
lifetimes (red lines), and corresponding fluorescence lifetimeintensity distributions (FLIDs), for the nanocrystal at three
different potentials. Binary blinking seen at V = 0 V is largely
suppressed at V = +0.6 V, whereas electron injection is
achieved at V = −0.6 V. In the FLID colour scale, red
corresponds to the most frequently occurring lifetime–intensity
pair, and probabilities less than 1% of this maximum are
indicated by dark blue. A linear scaling from blue to red is used
between these extremes. b, Data from the same nanocrystal,
acquired
on
a
different
day,
display
continuous
photoluminescence intensity and lifetime fluctuations, typical of
flickering. At V = −1.1 V, we observe emission from a doubly
charged exciton, X 2− . All data were analysed with a bin size of
50 ms.. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature
from Ref. [89] Copyright 2011.

Fluorescence enhancement/quenching in QDs can be
electrochemically modulated by controlling electron
transfer between attached molecules and QDs. PL-SEC
is very useful to demonstrate this point.[122,123] For
example, a PL-SEC study demonstrated that the reduced
state of coenzyme Q (CoQ) disulfide derivatives
enhanced the fluorescence intensity of CdTe/ZnS QDs,
while the oxidized state of the CoQ conjugates
quenched the fluorescence to different degrees.[123]
Electrochromic dyes have been used to modulate the
luminescence quenching of QDs, tuning at the redox
potential of the dye in the hybrid film. [122] FRET has
been widely investigated by SEC.[124–126] In the case of
QDs, for example, electrochromic fluorescence
switching of Prussian Blue/CdTe films were
investigated using SEC[127]. The absorption spectrum of
PB and the emission spectrum of CdTe QDs are ideally

overlapped allowing the electrochemical control of the
fluorescence intensity of the QDs by FRET, Figure 13.
SEC modulation of the dichlorophenolindophenol
sodium salt QDs (DCIP-QDs) and cysteamine capped
CdTe QDs (CA-CdTe QDs) was performed in order to
change the redox state of the dye and further modulate
the fluorescence intensity of the CA-CdTe QDs. DCIPCA-CdTe QDs were used for the detection of ascorbic
acid.[128]
Elucidation of the electronic structure of
organic/inorganic NCs can be complex. SEC can help to
assign electron-transfer processes. For example, in a
surface-functionalized PbS NCs with 5,5″-dithiol[2,2′:5,2″-terthiophene] (T3DSH) a reduction peak was
observed in cyclic voltammetry (CV) that should not be
related to the molecular frontier of T3DSH. UV/VISSEC was used to elucidate the provenance of this
unassigned reduction wave. [129]
Combination of confocal fluorescence microscopy,
EC, and SEIRAS, was used to study the mechanisms of
membrane penetration by CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs
coated with the zwitterionic thiol ligand Dpenicillamine (DPA-QDs). Spectroscopy revealed the
interactions of DPA-QDs with model lipid bilayers,
while electrochemistry demonstrated that penetration of
DPA-QDs into the lipid membranes did not lead to the
formation of (ion-conducting) pores. [130]

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of the fluorescent switch assembly.

Reprinted with permission from Ref.
Royal Society of Chemistry.

[127]

. Copyright 2019, The

Raman-SEC has been scarcely used to characterize
QDs. In most cases it has been used to characterize
hybrid materials,[131,132] obtaining important information
about the organic part of the nanomaterial. Nevertheless,
Raman-SEC should be very useful to study QDs because
most of these NCs exhibit well-defined phonons.[133–138]
SEC has been much more used in the
characterization of semiconductor QDs than in the
characterization of carbon QDs. Nevertheless, some
examples can be found in literature. Carbon nanodots
(CNDs) were studied using PL-SEC, demonstrating that
the excitation dependent fluorescence of the CNDs may
be attributed to a combination of the core C=C, surface
functionalities (C=O, C–O, and COOH), and/or surface
electronic state transitions. [139]
Changes in the optical properties of GQDs during
electrochemical
reduction
and
oxidation
were
investigated by PL-SEC, providing a direct in-situ
evidence of the dependence of GQDs luminescence on
their redox state.[52] QY increased/decreased and PL
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emission
blue/red-shifted
upon
GQDs
reduction/oxidation, Figure 14, rendering information
about electronic transitions involved in the redox
processes. UV/VIS-SEC was also used to study the
electronic structure of a series of bottom-up synthesized
GQDs smaller than 2 nm. [140] This work showed that for
strongly confined GQDs, dependence of the band gap on
the size of GQDs deviates from the prediction of the
standard Dirac fermion model, but agrees well with the
models explicitly accounting for the electron-electron
interactions.
UV/VIS-SEC can be used to induce spectral
overlapping between redox-dependent quenching
molecules and biomass carbon QDs. Using this strategy,
a fluorescence quenching consistent with a FRET
mechanism has been observed,[141] although an electron
transfer mechanism could not be excluded.

instruments are commercially available, some of them
including software for the acquisition and treatment of the
data. Some SEC cells, apart from the typical platinum mesh
that is not useful for QDs, are also commercially available.
Nevertheless, development of new simple cells would help
to spread the use of this set of techniques for the study of
QDs. We hope that in a near future, SEC becomes a routine
technique for the characterization not only of QDs but also
of many other nanomaterials, because it provides a huge
amount of information about their properties.
Finally, it should be highlighted that new technical
developments are needed to obtain high-quality SEC
responses. Better light sources, optical fibers and
detectors should help to improve the S/N ratio and to
obtain better results in a simple way. Furthermore, the
power of SEC is increased when it is combined with
other in-situ techniques[142–144] or when different
spectral techniques are simultaneously coupled[145] in a
single experiment. Multiresponse techniques should be
very important in the future for the characterization of
materials.
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Figure 14. (A) CV (brown line) and VA at 385 nm (blue line);
(B) evolution of the PL emission spectra obtained during the
cyclic voltammetry; (C) CV (brown line) and PL at 500 nm (blue
line); (D) CV (brown line) and derivative of PL intensity at 500
nm (blue line) recorded during the potential scan carried out in
a 0.00145 mg mL−1 GQD solution in 0.1 M LiClO 4 . E i = E f =
−0.20 V, E v1 = −1.10 V, E v2 = +1.10 V, v = 0.010 V s −1,
integration time = 200 ms. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [52] Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

5. Outlook
As has been stated in the previous section, the different SEC
techniques analysed in this review provide a lot of
information about QDs. In our opinion, the limited use of
SEC in this field is probably due to the complex
experimental setups, together with the high amount of data
obtained in a single experiment. Moreover, the very
expensive instruments and the complex optical
configurations can scare potential users. However, for many
applications, SEC is actually a very simple technique and
SEC experiments can be performed using simple setups and
low-cost instrumentation, as has been demonstrated in a
number of works. Sometimes, interpretation of results can
be complex due to the high amount of information of
different nature that is obtained in a single experiment.
However, information is a basis for knowledge. Once
demonstrated that SEC is very useful and versatile to study
these nanomaterials, a great effort must be made to simplify
the experimental setups, allowing non-expert users to
perform experiments in an easy way. Nowadays, new
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